
Argo is Electude’s gaming-based, automotive e-learning platform & database that 
has proven to be the most effective method of automotive training.  It allows 
trainees to learn about the complete vehicle, from bumper to bumper, as well as 
teaching them how to maintain and repair cars, by using interactive animations 
and simulations. Argo e-learning modules are
relevant for all levels up to experienced
diagnostic specialists.  Electude's founders
developed Argo based on their 20 years of
experience in training automotive mechanics
and developing teaching materials. While
Argo is built on very solid educational
principles, it is truly innovative in its use of
gaming/3D simulations.

 Puts you in control, while actively engaging  
your trainees 

 Improves your training time by 15-20%

 Hundreds of modules to choose from - to fit 
your training program

 Helps you to teach the latest developments 
in automotive technology through an 
expanding and continuously updated 
curriculum – new and updated modules are 
added constantly 

 Receive real time reporting on how well 
trainees understand what is being taught.

 Your trainees learn and retain more than 
with other methods

 Fully SCORM compliant

Benefits for Trainers

 Speeds up the learning process and 
is an enjoyable way to learn.

 Makes understanding components 
and their operation much easier to 
understand.

 Shows trainees each step they take, 
and provides them with immediate 
results on their accomplishments

 Individual user names/passwords 
allow access on the Internet anytime, 
anywhere, increasing performance 
and learning

Benefits for Trainees

 Argo has over 300 modules and exercises 
which cover teaching programs for 
automotive training centers and schools.   
More than two modules per week are added 
to Argo.

Content Coverage

 For a complete listing of all 
web-based modules in Argo covering 
these courses and programs, go to  
www.electude.com



For a free trial, please contact us at www.electude.com/contact 
or email us at sales@electude.com

Electude is the world's leading automotive 
e-learning company.  We build on 20 years of 
experience to provide students with the most 
effective, engaging and enjoyable method of 
learning. We pride ourselves in focusing on 
trainers and teachers by equipping them with 
the techniques, tools and training to give their 
students the best educational experience 
possible.

With clients in over 30 countries spread over 5 
continents, Electude is a true educational 
powerhouse that provides the most 
comprehensive and sophisticated automotive 
e-learning platform and database currently 
available in its field.

What some trainers have said about Argo:

“Argo far surpassed mine and the teams expectations, it really does 
make the other packages on offer from various suppliers look quite 
weak in comparison.”

“I have just finished a lesson with my first year motorcycle students 
using your interactive program, it is excellent.”

“In all my years of teaching I’ve never found software so valuable. Not only are my students better 
trained, but we instructors are better at what we do..”

What have some educational consultants have said about Argo:

“Argo is easy to use, fun and matches students' interests and the
lifestyle of today's digital natives”

“Yours is the best product on the market by far.”

“Argo is much like today’s very realistic video games.  Students can
see and understand much more now than any time in my past”


